Welcome! We cover COVID to Climate, as well as Energy to Elections.

Note 1: Each issue now has a link, so it’s simple to share on social media. We’re also hoping that the new Newsletter format makes it easier to read.

Note 2: Our two new powerful reports on COVID-19 are here and here.

Note 3: For multiple reasons, we STRONGLY recommend that you read this Newsletter on your computer, not your phone!

****************************************************

Maybe I was raised wrong, but I was taught if you wanted something you worked for it.
COVID-19 — Therapies:
Report: How Greed and Negligence Likely Killed 400,000± Americans
Ivermectin is effective for COVID-19 when used early. Analysis of 63 studies
Directories of Physicians who may prescribe Ivermectin: here and here.
Study: Ivermectin for Prevention and Treatment of COVID-19: A Systematic Review
Study: Review of the Evidence of the Efficacy of Ivermectin for COVID-19
Study: Ivermectin: a Nobel prize drug with indicated efficacy against COVID-19
Japanese Medical Chairman Doubles Down on Ivermectin
India's Bar Association sues WHO scientist over Ivermectin
The unmistakable Ivermectin miracle in the Indian state of Uttar Pradesh
Ohio Judge Orders Hospital to Honor COVID Patient’s Ivermectin Request
Study: AHCC as a COVID-19 Therapy
An extensive collection: COVID-19 Preventions and Treatments
The Triumph of Evil?

COVID-19 — Vaccines (Pfizer):
Document Reveals ‘Shocking’ Terms of Pfizer’s International Vaccine Agreements
FDA approves Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine
FDA Caves Under Immense Corruption
The Curious Case Of FDA’s Approval Of Comirnaty
Dr. Malone: Pfizer Covid Injection “Approval” a Treacherous Gaslighting Campaign
Major law firm confirms FDA deceived America with its confusing ‘approval’ of Pfizer vax

COVID-19 — Vaccines (Other):
Study: Natural Immunity 13x More Effective Than Vaccines
15 Studies: Natural immunity from prior infection is more robust than COVID vaccines
Study: Imperfect Vaccination Can Enhance the Transmission of Highly Virulent Pathogens
Study: Spike-antibody waning after second dose of some vaccines
Study: Vaccinated healthcare workers carry 251x viral load of unvaccinated
COVID-19 Mandates Will Not Work for the Delta Variant
UK data destroys entire premise for vaccine push
Dr. Robert Young Finds Graphene Oxide, etc in All Four Vaccines
Doctors and Lawyers Assess Blood Smears from People Who Have Had Covid Injections
Dr. Christina Parks’ Testimony on the Unscientific Foolishness of ‘Vaccine’ Mandates
Report: UK Data Destroys Entire Premise for Vaccine Push
31 reasons why I won’t get the COVID-19 injection
COVID-19 — Models and Data:
Study: Majority Of Masks Only 10% Effective Against Virus
OSHA suspends requirement for employers to report vaccine injuries
Study: The SARS-CoV-2 spike protein subunit S1 induces COVID-19-like acute lung injury
Report: SARS-CoV-2 variants of concern and variants under investigation in England

COVID-19 — Misc:
Report: Scientific Observations about the Medical Establishment’s Handling of COVID-19
Article: A Scientific Assessment of the Medical Establishment’s Handling of COVID-19
Breaking Down Medical ‘Fact-Checking’ Propaganda
Two High-Level FDA Officials Quit Over Biden Administration Meddling
The BEST COVID Summary on the Internet
Report: A science in the shadows

Wind Energy:
Minnesota Court Rules Natural Gas More Environmentally-Friendly than Solar or Wind
Wind turbine makers struggle to profit from wind energy boom as costs rise
Turbine noise goes on trial
Group files lawsuit against US offshore wind project
Trump adviser involved in Offshore Vineyard Wind opposition

Nuclear Energy:
Germany Flirts With Power Crunch in Nuclear and Coal Exit
New school year, new Classroom Resources for Navigating Nuclear!
The dubious Senate proposal to bail out nuclear powerplants
Support for Nuclear Power for Pueblo Colorado - PRO 2021

Misc Energy:
Forget Net Zero: Fossil fuels will constitute 50% of global energy mix by 2050
America's energy going into the future is …
Antarctic Sea Ice “Rebound” Surprises Scientists
The Afghanistan Fiasco Reflects an Energy Problem
We just gave China a chunk of the global Lithium supply + more rare-earth metals

Manmade Global Warming — Some Deceptions:
The Greatest Scientific Fraud Of All Time -- Part XXVIII
Video: Demystifying the Atmospheric Greenhouse Effect
Greenhouse saturation research could kill the “climate emergency”
A complete list of things caused by global warming
China’s emissions go up, while Trudeau insists Canada’s must go down
Fact check: Just how harmful is methane?
Study: Mixing Proxy and Measured Data
Media Can’t Handle the Climate Truth

Manmade Global Warming — Misc:
Short video: Big Trouble in the Tropical Troposphere
Carbon Dioxide Has Reached a Point of Diminishing Returns
Sooking and Sniveling for Climate Justice
China warns US: Back off or we’ll sink climate cooperation
Biden rebuffed as US and China fail to reach climate agreement
Fossil-Fuel Interests Are ‘Carbon Shaming’ Climate Advocates

US Election — HR4:
Why H.R. 4 Imperils Free and Fair Elections
African American Leaders Warn That H.R. 4 Does Not Continue Civil Rights Legacy
Nancy Pelosi’s Next Bad Voting Bill
HR 4: Unconstitutional, Last-Ditch Effort to Federalize Elections
House Democrats Pass Bill To Steal Elections The Old-Fashioned Way
The Top-10 Reasons H.R. 4 is Bad for Voters

US Election:
Election-Integrity.info (10 major election reports by our team of experts, plus much more!)
Should Unelected Judges And D.C. Bureaucrats Draw Congressional Voting Districts?
Sidney Powell, et al Ordered To Reeducation Camps For Daring To Challenge Election

US Election — Other State Issues:
Missing Ballots in Three States Exceed Joe Biden’s Victory Margins
AG’s office says Maricopa County must provide routers to Senate ‘audit
Investigators Bust 240 Leftist Operatives in Georgia
NC Lawmakers fire AG for refusing to appeal felon voting ruling
Voter fraud concerns mounting in tight California recall election
California Man Found With 300 Unopened Recall Ballots and Forged Licenses
Nevada County Quietly Deletes 83% of Voters from Its 2020 Voter Rolls

US Politics and Socialism:
Short video: Questioning my own Leftist Ideology
Social Justice is Not Justice
This Nation’s Expanding Dependence State
US Politics and Afghanistan:
Open Letter from Retired Generals and Admirals Regarding Afghanistan
Taliban to rely on Chinese funds, spokesperson says
Biden's Fake Victory Lap
Is China really eyeing Afghanistan’s mineral resources?
Taliban vow to tackle Climate Change
Video of Taliban checking US military helicopters left behind
Afghanistan Didn't Fall: It Never Existed

Other US Politics and Related:
AGENDA: Grinding America Down
Govt Misinformation: How Congress Can Get Agencies to Address the Problem
NYS County Passes Constitutional County Resolution
Civil Society Is All But Totally Corrupted by Our Ruling Class

Science and Misc Matters:
You Are Living in the Golden Age of Stupidity
The Emotional and Mental Health Benefits of Playing Card Games

Please use social media, etc. to pass on this Newsletter to other open-minded citizens…

John Droz, jr.
physicist & citizen’s rights advocate
Revision 9/6/21

If at any time you'd like to be added to (or taken off) the distribution of our popular, free Newsletter, simply send me an email saying that.

Note 1: We recommend reading the Newsletter on your computer, not your phone, as some documents (e.g. PDFs) are much easier to read on a large computer screen... We’ve tried to use common fonts, etc. to minimize display issues.

Note 2: For recent past Newsletter issues see 2020 Archives & 2021 Archives. To accommodate numerous requests received about prior articles over the twelve plus years of the Newsletter, we’ve put together archives since the beginning of the Newsletter — where you can search by year. For a detailed background about the Newsletter, please read this.
Note 3: See this extensive list of reasonable books on climate change. As a parallel effort, we have also put together a list of some good books related to industrial wind energy. Both topics are also extensively covered on my website: WiseEnergy.org.

Note 4: I am not an attorney or a physician, so no material appearing in any of the Newsletters (or the WiseEnergy.org website) should be construed as giving legal or medical advice. My recommendation has always been: consult a competent, licensed attorney when you are involved with legal issues, and consult a competent physician regarding medical matters.

Copyright © 2021; Alliance for Wise Energy Decisions (see WiseEnergy.org).